
3. The cab is incredibly spacious and its large door 
provides easy, safe access. Inside, you’ll find 6% 
more space than our previous model.

2. Bucket rotation is a huge 200°, offering great spoil 
retention during truck loading. Choose an arm length 
to suit your application – from 5' 5" - 7' 5", providing 

total versatility.

1. All dig end and dozer greasing 
intervals are best-in-class at 500 hours 

due to our graphite impregnated 
bronze bushes saving time and money.

5. Our 18"/24" steel tracks are pre-drilled to allow 
easy fitment of bolt on rubber pads. There is also the 
option of dedicated Road Liner Pads (GeoGrip), which 
enable individual segments to be replaced if damaged.
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85Z/86C COMPACT EXCAVATOR.
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4. Diesel by Kohler common rail Stage IIIB/Tier 4 
final compliant engine doesn’t need a diesel 
particulate filter (DPF), reducing servicing, 
increasing uptime and improving fuel efficiency.

COMPACT EXCAVATOR RANGE

6. We offer an angle dozer blade float 
option which enables easier ground levelling 
and efficient site clean-up.
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85Z/86C COMPACT EXCAVATOR

85Z-1 86C-1 86C-1 TAB
Operating weight standard arm lbs 18298 18960 -

Gross engine power hp 64.4 64.4 64.4

Standard arm length ft-in 6' 7" 6' 11" 6' 11"

Dig depth - dozer down ft-in 11' 11" 14' 4" 15' 2"

Ground level reach ft-in 22' 2" 23' 3" 25' 3"

Dump height ft-in 16' 3" 17' 8" 20' 8"

Fuel tank capacity gal 30 30 30

Bucket breakout force lbf 12837 12837 12837

COMPACT EXCAVATOR RANGE

For safer lifting operations optional boom, dozer and dipper hose burst check valves are available.

For ultimate lift capacity and stability, opt for our 86c with its optional triple articulated boom (TAB) giving 
you a greater working range with extended reach, closer digging and higher dumping capability.

The electro proportional high flow line has  
10 selectable flow rates.

The heavy-duty boom cylinder guard provides  
excellent protection when loading.


